In this article, I present a new subject for logological study: the knight's-tour letter square. Such a square is constructed by first creating a knight's tour on the chessboard, in which each square of the chessboard is visited exactly once by successive knight's moves. Normally, knight's tours are displayed by numbering the squares of the chessboard with the numbers 1 through 64 to show the knight's path. Here, however, we label the knight's tour with successive letters of the alphabet: A, B, C, ... Z, and after Z comes A again, and so on. For the standard 8x8 board the whole alphabet will be used twice plus the letters A through L a third time. (The problem can be generalized to other square and rectangular boards, in which case we just use the sequence A-Z as many times as required.)

We can now ask many questions about the resulting squares, such as:

- What is the longest word we can form along a straight line? We can, for instance, permit only words that read left to right or top to bottom orthogonally, or we can also allow diagonals and backward words, as in a word-search puzzle.
- What is the largest value of n for which we can form an N-letter word on an nxn board?
- What is the largest number of (different) words we can form? What is the largest number if we also require at least one k-letter word for each k up to n? What is the largest number of k-letter words that can be made?

One interesting facet of this problem is the degree to which it seems to require computer assistance. Generating knight's tours--at least, a lot of them--by hand is not a trivial task, so a computer is a great boon to exploring the knight's tour universe. The results in this article are just a beginning--no doubt many of them can be improved on by using different methods of constructing knight's tours or more intelligent heuristics.

SOME RESULTS

At first glance, it is not at all obvious whether an eight-letter word can be constructed on the 8x8 board, so this was the first problem I tackled. I wrote a program to generate many knight's tours at random, using the rule for constructing knight's tours devised by Warnsdorff in 1823: for the next square on the tour, choose the unoccupied square from which a knight attacks the fewest unoccupied squares. If, on any
turn, there is more than one such square, choose one of them at random. Each tour is then checked for the presence of an eight-letter word in a row or column. After generating about a million random tours, the eight-letter words UNSHAVEN and ARCHIVAL emerged:

```
MTQBWDFS
RCLOPGXCH
SHAVENDKPSYBU
QVJITMZ
HERCIFILA
WDGJYJAL
FIXEBKZK
```

The first A and last L on the tour are underlined. Only two other eight-letter words were found: PERORATE and EPIDURAL.

I next looked for the largest number of different words, with the restriction that words only read from top to bottom or left to right, and be at least two letters long. The champion so far is at the left:

```
YZWLAN
VKTJXN
AXULOB
JIBCHG
CTGHPA
FIJIFSL
SDGQJB
HERERCT
```

If words embedded in other words are not counted, and if preference is given for counting long words, there are still at least 20 words in this square: LAX, AXE, AX, LOB, OF, JIB, PAP, FIJI, IF, HERE, ER horizontally, and XI, IT, TIDE, CHIDE, ADO, OH, NOVA, OVAL, PUB vertically. If all words, embedded or not, are counted, there are at least 37 with two or more letters:

```
LAAXLAXAXELOBJIBPAPIFIIHEREEREHEREERXI
ITITIDIDEHITICHIDHIDHIDHIDHIDHIDEADOOHADOONOVAL
```

which along with A, I, and O make an even 40. Another useful figure of merit is how many letters in the square are used in some word. In this case, 39 of the 64 (61 per cent) are used.

The square at the right above is a final example of a fairly rich square, containing a seven-letter word, GRAVING, plus 14 additional non-embedded words: PI, IF, FINK, EH, FAB, DUD, BE, LA, AHA, HAD, UP, JIB, BOD, ALE.
A NEW LOGOPHILIAN LINGO: KNIGHT'S ENGLISH

Instead of looking at the characteristics of individual squares, we can ask: which English words can be made to appear in some knight's tour letter square? This is a different question for each nxn board, so for brevity just consider the 8x8 case, and only allow words that read top to bottom or left to right. The complete collection of words which can be constructed forms a constrained vocabulary that we might call Knight's English (in contrast to the King's English). Is Knight's English, I wondered, rich enough to permit the writing of stories or poems?

First, note an important property of knight's tours: if the tour is numbered 1 through 64, the white squares on the chessboard will always contain numbers of the same parity (even or odd), and similarly for the black squares. This, in combination with the fact that there are an even number of letters in the alphabet, means that an orthogonally-placed word will always have letter values that alternate between even and odd values. In addition, we know that at most three of the letters A-L and at most two of the letters M-Z can appear. The English words with these properties (call them alternating words) are the only ones that have to be examined to determine which ones are also in Knight's English.

The table below shows the percentage of English words in the dictionary I used which are alternating words. This is the largest number of words we can ever hope for in Knight's English.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of letters</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percent of words</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As an aside, note that these numbers are significantly higher than what one might expect. The probability that a random string of length 2,3,4... is alternating is 1/2, 1/4, 1/8... since each of the letters after the first has one chance in two of being the right parity. This predicts 1.6 percent seven-words instead of the above 4.9 per cent, and the others are similarly "off". The explanation for this is the remarkable fact that all vowels have odd values (A=1, E=5, I=9, O=15, U=21, Y=25). Since vowels and consonants tend to alternate, the fact that all the vowels are the same parity significantly increases the chance of a word being alternating. Nonetheless, the above numbers tell us that Knight's English will be at best a fairly constrained dialect, especially in regard to longer words. Because the vowels are all odd, there no alternating words that begin with the letters M or Q, both being odd letters.

Just how many of the alternating words can be captured in a Knight's tour? Might it be possible, with sufficient perseverance, to construct any such word? The answer is no—the shortest examples of impossible words in a knight's tour square are POP and TUT. In the word POP, assume one of the P's is from the first alphabet group (A-Z) in the tour. It is impossible to get to an adjacent square in one knight's move so the 0 must be from the second alphabet group. That means that the other P can't be from the second group, since it's also adjacent to the
But there is no third group to get a P from, so the word is impossible. Similarly, there are about a dozen impossible four-letter words: NONE, POPE, POPS, PORE, RUTS, STAT, STET, TOTS, TUTU and a few less common ones.

Here are the number of words that we have been able to actually construct, expressed as a percentage of the alternating words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of letters</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of words</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>632</td>
<td>652</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of words</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can fully explain these results up to four letters, using the argument given above. For five or more letters, we do not know if all the missing alternating words are actually impossible, or whether we just haven't found them yet. In particular, we only have a very small number of seven-letter and eight-letter words. Are there many more to be discovered, or is the number of constructable long words really this small? This remains an open question.

The end of his article lists all the Knight's English words of five or more letters that we have discovered. It seems likely that any alternating word with fewer than five letters that is not impossible by the counting argument above, is in Knight's English, so these are not listed to save space. Also, if a word's plural or past tense is included, that word is not also listed.

Here is a rewrite of the first stanza of "The Raven" in which every word is a verifiable member of Knight's English (I have a knight's tour that contains it):

Ah, upon an eve in July, as I pored--oh, very lonely!--
Over five sad novels of an era lived afore;
As I bided, barely dozing, up on porch I noted raving,
   As if she did stop, did tap, did perorate or jangle, or
   Bodily did stop, did tap, did cry for fate or for favor--
   Verily, it's she afore!

There are many questions still to be explored, including other rectangular boards, allowing words in all eight word-search directions, and the even more restricted version of the problem in which the knight's tour is required to be re-entrant (which means that the last square is a knight's move away from the first square, so that the tour forms a closed loop).
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